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Tip of the Month: When there are shorepower or AC 
panel issues, the first question is always, is there power? 
A great way to answer that question is a non-contact 
120V voltage tester. First, always make sure the tester is 
working on a known live outlet. You can then easily test if 
outlets are live and if a shore power cord is live. These 
units can be so sensitive that you can tell that the hot 
conductor is on the left edge of a flat cable vs the right. 
I recommend the Fluke 1AC-A1-II in Figure 1. 

Q. The water pressure pump for my fresh water is 
running all the time. What's going on?

A. The good thing is the pump works. It's likely one of two
problems. The pressure switch on the pump is bad (a 
pump that never runs is also a symptom) or your have a 
leak on the pressurized side of the system. 

A leak can be anywhere on your hot or cold side and it 
can be really small. Let the pump pressurize the system, 
turn it off and then don't use any fixtures for a day. You 
should still have pressure when you try a faucet the next 
day. If you don't have any, hopefully there is unusual 
water somewhere you can find it. A really small leak may 
be difficult to find.

Pressure switches often have leads you can pull or cut to
bypass the switch. This will tell you if the pump is good. 
Be sure not to make sparks on gasoline boats. Pressure 
switch assemblies are often available as parts for around 
35% of the price of a new pump.

Q. How do I work with King Starboard?

A. King Starboard really does work well with all 
woodworking hand tools and power saws. I have never 
tried to power sand it, which might be an issue because 
of heat. It cuts readily with handsaws and the edges 
finish beautifully with a block plane. If you sand edges up 
to around 300 grit, your edges will look like they came 
from a mold. Regular Starboard has a matte finish, there 
is also an anti-skid version with a more aggressive 
texture. If you screw Starboard to something else, 
sealants work well in between but the only adhesives that
work Starboard to Starboard are expensive and not 
strongly recommended by the manufacturer. 

Figure 2 shows a set of swim ladder treads made from 
Starboard.

Q. I'd like to install some small eye straps on my deck 
with stainless sheet metal screws. What's the best way?

A. The best way is drill an oversized hole, dig out any 
core for a good bit past the hole walls and fill it all with 
thickened epoxy. Once the epoxy has set, drill the pilot 
hole for your hardware and install. Your screw will only be
in epoxy and the core will be protected from water 
intrusion. West System Six10 epoxy makes this easier 
since you can dispense just what you need using a 
disposable mixing tip and then save the tube for later. 
No mixing, measuring, weighing or fillers needed.

The worst thing you can do is break out the impact gun 
and just screw the hardware in and forget about it. Two 
screw holes can lead to a ton of water damage over time.
A middle of the road approach is to drill two pilot holes 
and lightly chamfer the hole entrances with a countersink.
The chamfer will help reduce gelcoat chipping and 
cracking as the screws are driven in and when filled with 
sealant it creates a little gasket under the hardware. You 
can also coat the fasteners with sealant. I suggest 
avoiding silicones to prevent future painting problems. 
Take a look at a polysulfide like BoatLIFE Life Calk for 
this application. Also buy Life Calk Cleaner and Sealer to 
prepare your surface and to clean your tools.

Figure 1 - Fluke 1AC-A1-II 

Figure 2 - Starboard swim ladder tread set

Please send questions and comments to 

ubbasktech@gmail.com. All emails will be answered.




